
omxplayer GUI
playing web video and video files and whole play lists containing video files inside a simple GUI window 

Version 1.4 of Minimal Kiosk Browser and the accompanying kwebhelper.py script already contained a new GUI to 
play audio files and whole play lists, called  "omxaudioplayer". In the new version 1.4.6 of kwebhelper.py this has been 
enhanced to a simple, but effective GUI to play also videos inside a window. Of course this is a "fake" to some degree, 
as omxplayer is still not aware of any windows and simply overlays the video area above the X-Windows-Screen. But 
new dbus commands have made it possible to resize and move this video area while the video is playing and 
"omxplayer GUI" makes use of these new options. This is only possible if you use the newest versions of omxplayer 
from http://omxplayer.sconde.net/. Older versions are also supported, but in a more limited way (see below for details). 

Installation 

Minimal Kiosk Browser 1.4 must already be installed on your Raspbian system. 

From a terminal run: 
wget http://steinerdatenbank.de/software/kwebhelper1.4.6.tar.gz
tar xzf kwebhelper1.4.6.tar.gz 
cd kwebhelper1.4.6
sudo./install.sh

This will overwrite version 1.4 of kwebhelper.py and kwebhelper_settings.py and also installs a modified 
dbuscontrol.sh from the omxplayer repository, now called dbuscontrolm.sh, which allows to control more than one 
instance of omxplayer via dbus at the same time. 

Now "omxplayer GUI" will be used for all kinds of web video (HTML5 and videos from all websites supported by 
youtube-dl, if called by clicking on the play icon in the tool bar), video files, streams and m3u(8) play lists containing 
video files or mixed content. The old methods (calling omxplayer from a terminal or even without a terminal) are still 
supported, if you set "useVideoplayer = False" in kwebhelper_settings.py. And audio files and play lists containing only 
audio files will still be played with omxaudioplayer as before. 

kwebhelper.py can also be used stand-alone. See below for details. 

Understanding the two different modes 

Depending on a setting in kwebhelper.py 
freeze_window = False 
= extended mode, or 
freeze_window = True 
= simple mode 
two different modes can be used. 

In simple mode (without using dbus commands) a video window is "frozen" to the screen while a video is playing. The 
video window cannot be moved, resized or minimized until the video has been stopped. Although this seems to be a 
kind of restriction, it has also some advantages: it works with older (< 0.3.5) versions of omxplayer and does not use the 
new dbus commands, which still have some bugs at the moment. The use of simple mode is shown in the title bar of the 
window with an extension: "(f)" (= frozen). 

In extended mode the video window can be moved, resized or minimized while a video is playing. The video area will 
follow within a second, with a slight "hiccup". While the window is minimized, the video will be invisible but play on 
and you will still hear the sound. At the moment there are still some problems with video files served via http (see issue 
http://github.com/popcornmix/omxplayer/issues/183 )
You can also seek in the video by moving the slider to a definite position.

Even in extended mode, the video window is “frozen” for a few seconds at the beginning (shown in the title bar) and 
some controls are disabled, while the program checks, if seeking in the video is possible and if its duration is known. If 
seeking is not possible, the window remains in the frozen state. If a duration cannot be found, the seek bar remains 
disabled.

It's also possible to toggle between both modes at run time with a keyboard command ALT+u (if video has been 
stopped). 



You can play more than one video at the same time. I've managed to play up to 4 video at the same time, 3 SD video 
and one 720p video TV stream. This shows how powerful the GPU of the RPi is. If you play more than one video and 
pause one of them, the sound will get lost on all videos. You have to pause and start again each video to get the sound 
back (this may change with newer versions of omxplayer, see issue 
https://github.com/popcornmix/omxplayer/issues/184 ). It's also possible to overlay videos using different layers (see 
keyboard commands below) 

Using the interface

 

When running in video mode, the GUI window has two 
lines of control elements at the bottom. The first line is 
the same as with omxaudioplayer (see the manual for 
details). The second line contains three menu buttons 
and another slider, which will be explained in detail 
here. In simple mode, you can only change these 

settings when no video is running, in extended mode most of these settings are available while a movie is being played. 
It's also possible, to hide those controls completely (and use only keyboard commands to control the player window). 
This can be toggled at run time with ALT+h. It's also possible to start the player in this mode by setting a value in 
kwebhelper_settings.py (see below) 

The "Mode:" menu contains the following choices: 
full  - play video full screen without any window elements 
refresh - play video full screen without any window elements with omxplayer's -r option to change screen resolution an 
frequency 
Both of these options have only an effect, when no video is playing. You have to select full screen mode, before you 
start a video. 
auto - try to get information about the aspect ratio of the movie and set the play area accordingly inside the current 
window. This will take another two or three seconds, before the video starts - on large avi files even more. This works 
both in simple and extended mode. 
If the video has been started in one of the other numbered modes, in extended mode auto detection may run in the 
background and will be available after a short while, so you can switch to auto mode when the selected mode doesn't fit. 
This behavior has to be disabled in kwebhelper_settings (it takes time and processing power and sometimes does not 
even work). Only available in extended mode. 
4:3, 16:9, 16:10, 2.21:1, 2.35:1 , 2.39:1 
All these options define the ratio of width to height of a video manually. In extended mode, you can change these 
settings, while a video is running, in simple mode only when a video has been stopped or not started yet. If none of 
these ratios seems to be right, choose auto mode (in extended mode also at run time, if enabled). 

The "Lines:" menu contains a number of settings that define the height of the video area, ranging from 
"min" (minimal height, see below) 
then some numbers like that: 
320,384,400,480,512,576,720,800,900 
to 
max (maximize window) 
and 
full (full screen without window title bar, but controls at the bottom) 

The "min" size depends on the font height used for the interface, set in  kwebhelper_settings.py. The smallest height is 
288 lines, when the font height is set to the minimal value of 10 (points). In all other cases it's font height*28. The 
numbers following "min" depend on the min value and on the size of your screen. In extended mode you can change the 
height of the video at run time and the video area will be resized immediately. It's also possible to resize the video 
window manually by dragging the corner of the window. 



The "Stream:" menu contains only two options, "video" and "audio". It can only be changed, if the player has been 
stopped. In some cases kwebhelper.py cannot decide, if a stream link provides audio (e. g. web radio) or video. You can 
select if the player should handle such streams as audio or video streams. It's not really important in most cases, as 
omxplayer will handle it by itself, but you can avoid getting a black screen (when full or refresh mode has been 
selected) when you just want to listen to a web radio stream. 

If the player window is large or near the bottom of the screen, the menu list will pop up upwards and may be hidden 
behind the video area (if a video is running); there's no way to avoid this because of the way omxplayer works. To make 
up for this, you can control all these menus from the keyboard (see below for details). 

The video position slider: before you start a video, you can set the starting position (between 0 and 180 minutes, in 
steps of half a minute). In extended mode you can also set the video position at run time but only if seeking in the file or 
stream is possible and a duration is known. This will be available a few seconds after starting the video, and it will also 
be limited to the real duration of the video. 

Keyboard control 

Omxplayer GUI (and also omxaudioplayer) supports all keyboard commands of omxplayer with two exceptions: 
The Up and Down arrow keys are used for playlist control (go to next or previous song or video in the playlist) instead 
for large jumps (600 seconds) forward or backward. You have to use PageUp and PageDown instead. See the omxplayer 
documentation for details or run 
omxplayer k 
from a terminal for a full list of possible keyboard commands. 
For some commands omxplayer GUI supports additional options: 
Space bar, 'p', Return and Enter on the numeric pad all play/pause a video 
'+' and '-' can also be used from the numeric keypad for sound volume control 

Omxplayer GUI supports its own special commands set using the left ALT key in combination with the following 
keys: 
c - close player (also in omxaudioplayer) 
m - set Lines: mode to max (or toggle between maximize and un-maximize in audio player mode). 
f - set Lines: mode to full (or toggle between full screen and window in audio player mode). 
0 ... 9: select Lines: mode between "min" (0) and largest number. Depending on the number of available options, the 
larger numbers all may have the same effect. 
'+' and '-' move through screen ratios forward or backward (between 'auto' and '2.39:1') 
u - toggle between simple and extended mode (visible in title bar where an '(f)' is added for simple mode). 
s - save playlist as m3u file (also in omxaudioplayer). 
h - hide / unhide all control elements at the bottom 
k - the kill switch: sometimes omxplayer hangs and does not return. This command sends a killall command to all 
omxplayer.bin instances and also to all send-dbus instances. 
a - alternate between getting auto mode in background or not. If enabled, an "(a)" will be visible in the window's title 
bar. (See also get_DAR option in kwebhelper_settings.py below). Only possible in extended mode and when no movie 
is playing. 
NumPad+ and NumPad-  or PageUp and PageDown - Set the video layer (default and minimum = 0) to a higher or 
lower value; this will allow overlays. Layer numbers > 0 will be shown in the title bar. Only possible when no movie is 
playing. 

New and modified options in kwebhelper(_settings).py 

kill_omxplayer has been removed from the options 

try_stream_as_audio has been replaced by: 
streammode = 'video' 
which can be set to 'video' or 'audio' 
In omxplayer GUI (video player) this will also set the default value of the "Streams:" menu. 

New options to control video playback: 

useVideoplayer = True 
selects omxplayer GUI as video player. Set this to "False" to use the old method via terminal. 



videoheight = 288 
sets the minimal height of video area, but this also depends on the fontheight value. If videoheight is larger than 
fontheight*28, it will be used as "min" value for the "Lines:" menu. 

videomode = '16:9' 
selects the default video ratio for the "Mode:" menu. Set this to 'full' or 'refresh' for full screen or to one of those: 
'4:3','16:9','16:10','2.21:1','2.35:1','2.39:1' or 'auto'
to play in window. You can also define an additional ratio here which will be added to the "Mode:" menu and selected 
as default value. It must be a string with the format 'number1:number2' where number1 and number2 must be integer or 
float values (with a decimal point). 

freeze_window = False 
This selects the extended mode for omxplayer GUI. Set this to "True" to use simple mode. Can also be changed 
(toggled) at run time with ALT+u. 

get_DAR = False 
Don't get the 'auto' ratio in background, while a video has been started in one of the fixed video modes (like 16:9), so 
you can later switch to 'auto' mode (extended mode only!). As this takes some time and processing power, it is by 
default disabled; enable it by setting get_DAR to 'True' (an 'a' will be shown in the title bar). Can also be toggled ad run 
time with ALT+a. 

hide_controls = False 
If set to 'True', all control elements at the bottom of the window are hidden when the player starts, but can be enabled 
later on with ALT+h. 

The following settings for omxaudioplayer also affect the video player: 
defaultaudiovolume, autoplay, autofinish, fontname, fontheight 

Other changes in kwebhelper.py:

The omxaudioplayer window can now be resized. 
Better extractor for HTML5 video streams 
For web video accessed via youtube-dl now the video titles are extracted, if possible, and shown in the playlist. 
A few bug fixes. 
Comments in the global variables section have been removed (they are still in kwebhelper_settings.py!) 

Known problems

Extended mode has problems with video files served via http (see issue 
https://github.com/popcornmix/omxplayer/issues/183 ), when moving, resizing or hiding the window. 
If started with hidden controls and the controls are enabled later on, switching between video aspects may not work, if 
the window is manually resized to the smallest possible size (which is too small in this case). Select the 'min' value from 
the “Lines:” menu in this case. 
If you toggle between hiding and unhiding controls in full screen or maximized (Lines:) modes, the video is not resized 
correctly, if the controls are hidden. Hiding them, before calling max or full mode works as expected. 

Using the video player standalone 

Although kwebhelper.py has been created to support Minimal Kiosk Browser, the built-in audio and video player can 
also be used standalone. You can start it from a terminal with: 
kwebhelper.py av URL 
where URL is either a 'http://..' or 'file://' URL or a full path to a media file or playlist (m3u, pls). 

You can also set up the file manager of the Raspberry Pi Desktop to use 
kwebhelper.py for all kinds of media: 

Select a file of a certain media type (.mp4, for example), right click on it and 
select 'Properties'.

From the “Open with” pop up menu select 'modify'. A new window will be 
opened. 



Select 'Custom Command Line'. 
Enter: 
kwebhelper.py av %f 
Activate “Set selected application as default ...” at the bottom.
Click 'OK' and close the properties window.

Now you can open each media file of that kind (extension) with 
kwebhelper's media player by double clicking the file. 

Repeat these steps for all kinds of audio, video and playlist files types. 


